School Safety Begins with Process,
Collaboration, and Coordination
Do you know what to do next?
In any crisis your first priority is to ensure that every student returns
home safely. Blackboard SafetyList helps you manage streamlined
processes before, during, and after a crisis. SafetyList is a cloud-based
application that centralizes team coordination during incidents,
harmonizing procedures and processes with real-time team checklists.
Processes are digital, so it is accessible from any device to better
coordinate your responses and recoveries during any incident.

When responding to an emergency, you can use the already loaded
procedure in SafetyList to help coordinate your safety response team.
Be prepared by using intuitive tools that include essential tasks,
assigned roles, time frames, and shared resources. When the situation
changes, easily add or change whatever you need: teams, participants,
functions, tasks, critical information. In advance or on the fly, SafetyList
helps you organize the most effective response.

Features
Digitize your standard and
emergency operating procedures

Harmonizes response procedures
across the organization

›› Accessible on iPhone, Android,
and the Web
›› See real-time updates as duties
are completed
›› Time is saved by having processes at
your fingertips

›› Provides comprehensive, clear,
concise direction
›› Reduces “noise” by letting incident
leaders lead
›› Initiate instant conference bridge

Sharpens command and control

Visible accountability and
transparency

›› Visible accountability and
transparency
›› Keep response teams tightly
synchronized
›› Provides a platform to practice
and improve
›› Launch incident logs to
complement tasks

›› Automatically track and document
all actions
›› Include photos, videos, links,
documents and more
›› Define tasks, roles, and due dates
in advance
›› Generates reports for forensic
analysis/after-action

With a library containing over 150 procedures, Blackboard SafetyList provides procedures for
these issues and more:
ACCIDENTS, OUTAGES, AND
NATURAL HAZARDS

HUMAN
THREATS

STUDENT BEHAVIOR
ISSUES

Earthquake
Flood
HazMat
Severe Weather
Tornado
Utility Failure/ Power Outage
Wildfire Response
Winter Weather / Snow Day

Active Shooter
Armed Robbery or Burglary
Bomb Threat
Physical Violence
Vandalism
Sexual Harassment
Firearm on Campus`
Fire

Drug / Alcohol Testing
Gangs
Suicide
Bullying
Hate & Bias

You need to be ready to handle any crises, large or small, to keep your students and staff out of harm’s way.
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